
From:
Sent: 06 July 2012 13:38
To:
Subject: FW: YouTube Video

From:
Sent: 29 June 2012 09:44
To: Van Der Lem, Angela
Subject: FW: YouTube Video

Angela,

Yesterday it came to our attention that due to a technical/human error (comms) when
refreshing the MOJ youtube channel that the original video became available again. This
received attention in the certain blogs on the Internet (for example:
http://diaryofabenefitscrounqer.blogspot.co.uk/2012i06/help-make-qraylng-rnad.html). DWP
notified us of this, and we had the video removed immediately. It was however available for
16 days, and has been re-uploaded to youtube by another user. We can have the video
removed from youtube on copyright grounds. but it because more difficult to do so if it should
reach the wder internet.

DWP have asked that we maintain all efforts to keep it off youtube. but appreciate the
difficulties in doing so for other blogs and sites. They also understand that there pursuing
those who post the video on other sites may just inflame/draw attention to the situation,

Comms have agreed to do their best to have the video removed from youtube. and will
monitor the situaton as t develops.

hope you are happy With this approach and very happy to discuss.

From:
Sent: 29 June 2012 09:36
To:
Cc:
Roger
Subject: RE: YouTube video

Qidham,

The steer from DWP iS that they appreciate The difficuit:es n do:ng anythng if t posten
anywhere else, but if we could remove it from youtube if at all possible. that would be great.

From:
Sent: 29 June 2012 09:34
To:



From:
:28 2 17:22

I

Roger
Subject: YouTube Video

Hi

Oldham,

In the process of undertaking housekeeping on the Justice YouTube channel, to ensure
that the videos on the channel were embedded in appropriate places throughout the Justice
website. the SSCS video was inadvertently put back live, a result of human error.

I think it important to point out that there is a possibility that a copy of the video may have
been taken by a viewer and as a result it may reappear on YouTube.

I hope this is sufficient information for the moment.


